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SIR Number: SIR-00018733294

(U//FOUO) Middle-Eastern Males Approaching Family Members of US Military
Personnel at their Homes In Colorado and Wyoming, as of June 2015.
SOURCE: (U) An officer of another law enforcement agency.
(U//FOUO) In May 2015, the wife of a US military member was approached in front of her home by two
Middle-Eastern males. The men stated that she was the wife of a US interrogator. When she denied their
claims, the men laughed. The two men left the area in a dark-colored, four-door sedan with two other
Middle-Eastern males in the vehicle. The woman had observed the vehicle in the neighborhood on previous
occas10ns.
(U//FOUO) Similar incidents in Wyoming have been reported to the FBI throughout June 2015. On
numerous occasions, family members of military personnel were confronted by Middle-Eastern males in
front of their homes. The males have attempted to obtain personal information about the military member and
family members through intimidation. The family members have rep01ted feeling scared.
(U//FOUO) To date, the men have not been identified and it is not known if all the incidents involve the same
Middle-Eastern males. If you have any information that may assist the FBI in identifying these individuals, or
reporting concerning additional incidents; in Colorado please contact the FBI Fort Collins Resident Agency
at 970-663-1028, in Wyoming please contact the FBI Cheyenne Resident Agency at 307-632-6224.
(U) This report has been prepared by the DENVER Division of the FBI. Comments and queries may be
(U) Warning: This is an information report, not finally evaluated intelligence. It is being shared for
informational purposes but has not been fully evaluated, integrated with other info1·mation,
interpreted or analyzed. Receiving agencies are requested not to take action based on this raw
reporting without prior coordination with the FBI.
(U) Note: This product reflects the views of the DENVER Division.
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addressed to the DENVER Division at 303-629-7171 .
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Distribution
Colorado Information Analysis Center
All Colorado Law Enforcement Agencies
All Wyoming Law Enforcement Agencies
WyomingDCI
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FBI Customer Satisfaction Survey
Please take a moment to complete this survey and help evaluate the quality, value, and relevance of our product.
Your response will help us serve you more effectively and efficiently in the future. Thank you for your cooperation
and assistance. Please return to:
Federal Bureau oflnvestigation
DENVER DIVISION
8000 E 36th Avenue
Denver, CO 80238
Fax: 303-630-6099

Customer and Product Information
SIR Tracking ID: SIR-00018733294
Product Title: (U//FOUO) Middle-Eastern Males Approaching Family Members of US Military Personnel at
their Homes In Colorado and Wyoming, as of June 2015.
Dated:
- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - Customer Agency: _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
Relevance to Your Intelligence Needs
1.

The product increased my knowledge of an issue or topic. (Check one)
5. Strongly Agree
4. Somewhat Agree
_3. Neither Agree or Disagree
2. Somewhat Disagree
1. Strongly Disagree

Actionable Value

2.

The product helped me decide on a course of action. (Check one)
5. Strongly Agree
4. Somewhat Agree
3. Neither Agree or Disagree
2. Somewhat Disagree
I. Strongly Disagree

Timeliness Value

3.

The product was timely to my needs. (Check one)
5. Strongly Agree
4. Somewhat Agree
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3. Neither Agree or Disagree
2. Somewhat Disagree
1. Strongly Disagree
Comments (please use reverse or attach separate page if needed):
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